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Thank You 
to our supporters!

Summer Food
Service Program

(NCDPI)



Nutrition
Daily Meals
All SPOT programs provide meals at no additional cost.
Students attending after school receive supper upon arrival
and snack following activities. Summer Campers receive
Breakfast, Lunch, and snacks. Each meal follows the
standard nutrition guidelines required by our food service
funders. (Child and Adult Care Food Program, Summer
Food Service Program_ 

Sample Meal
Taco Tuesday! 

Beef or Chicken Tacos;
Side Salad (fresh from

the learning
garden);orange slices;

milk

At Home Recipes
Cooking as a family has so many positive
benefits. You can make healthier meals,

teach lasting healthy habits, and bond as a
family. 

 
Want to cook together but don't know

where to start? Check out The SPOT
youtube channel for some healthy

recipes with instructions led by students!
 

Scan the QR code to learn how to
make Zoodles!

Start 

cooking
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The SPOT incorporates various fitness activities throughout its
programs including daily activities, nontraditional fitness activities

to get them up and excited about moving!
 

Creating healthy habits during the early years can create
lifelong healthy habits! 
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Emotional Wellness

Keep the balloon from hitting the floor 
Balance the balloon on your forehead, foot, or knee
Play balloon badminton: use paper plates as paddles and
household items to set up a "net" 
get creative! What can you come up with? 

Stuck at home? Get active indoors with one of the most versatile
indoor activities....ballons!

1.
2.
3.

4.

The SPOT campus sits on 3 acres
with multiple indoor and outdoor

spaces to get up and moving
including a gymnasium,

multipurpose room, walking trail,
shaded pavilion, natural play space, 

and sprinkler park.
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Mental wellness is just as important as physical
wellness. SPOT programs incorporate social-
emotional learning (SEL) into daily programs.  SEL
teaches youth and adults to recognize and manage
emotions in order to manage stress, build healthy
relationships, and increase self-confidence. 
All of these skills translate to everyday 
life whether it be friendships, the classroom, 
or the future in the workplace.
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Thank you...Thank you....Thank you for
the privilege of serving your children
and the opportunity to make a positive
impact on their lives.

Learn More and Register:
www.thewilsonspot.org
        @thewilsonspot.nc

Please be assured that every child at
The SPOT is treated with the highest
level of care. Children are the future of
the world and The SPOT recognizes
their importance. Putting children first
and being child-centered is the basis of
success at The SPOT. 

This SPOT Family Guide is designed to
provide you with all of The SPOT
Policies and Procedures. Also contained
in these pages are some fun activities
that parents/guardians and their SPOT
child can enjoy doing together! 

The contents of this guide are primarily
policies and procedures, however, this
is not the only place to obtain
information about The SPOT. 
PLEASE visit:

Welcome!

www.thewilsonspotspot.org1

2

3

join our mobile app by downloading "spaces by
Wix" from the app store.  use Code: VYYLHG

follow us on social media @thewilsonspot.nc

More opportunities 

to grow...

Summer Camp

More! 

Athletics

June thru August  Breakfast, Lunch, & Snack served 
Activity based learning FUN Games, Swimming,Movies...etc  AWESOME Staff!co-ed athletic programs

rotate year round
open for school age youth

of all skill levels. 
 

Confidence building,
fitness, and teamwork are

just a few benefits of
participating in a sport!

The SPOT has various events and  otherprograms  that rotate throughout the
year.

-cooking classes
-family game nights 

-eSports Tournaments
-Special Events 

-Water sports (try scuba, kayaking,
swimming)
And more!
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family engagement
The SPOT hosts regular

Family Engagement
opportunities year round. 

 Call or check the online
calendar for upcoming

opportunities!

What is family engagement?
Family engagement gives families

resources to make meaningful
connections in topics of  academics,
emotional wellness, and fun! Topics

change throughout the year to meet the
current needs of families. some

activities done in the past include: family
game night, how to use tech safely, intro

to Chromebooks for parents, the new
math, and social-emotional learning. 

Stay Connected
Get the App!

download the 
"spaces for wix" app
use code: VVYLHG

Join the groups that you need to stay
connected!
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Student and Parental Agreement 
(please detach and return back to The SPOT)

These policies and procedures are for the safety and
well-being of all those associated with The SPOT. If
there are any questions regarding the contents of this
handbook, please ask!

This agreement verifies that you have read the policies
thoroughly and reviewed them with your child/children to
ensure they understand. It is important to understand
that participants at The SPOT know what is expected of
them.

Your signatures (both parent/guardian and child)
acknowledges that the handbook has been read, is
understood, and policies will be followed.

Parent/Guardian Name (Print):

Parent/Guardian Signature:

Child's Name (Print):

Child's Signature:

Date:
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Conduct
Student

Handbook Recap

2. Wash your hands with _____
and water 
6. Room you will wait in if you
are sick.
7. Use on site____ for SPOT
related activities only
(shortened)
9. No_____Zone
10. The "S" in SPOT
13. You need to know you SPOT
_____ to check in and out 

1 Emergency Pickup location= _____
ave. 
3. When weather conditions are
favorable for a  tornado
4. _______ to yourself
5. Negative______ to yourself
8. How long to wash your hands
(seconds)
11. _______ to yourself
12. 4 down, 5 down, 11 down

Across

Down
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Tech Safety

There is NO PLACE for bullying at The SPOT! Our mission is
to maintain a safe environment for our children, bullying is

a direct to threat to that mission. Our strategy is straight
forward, at The SPOT our kids are strongly encouraged to

take care of each other and speak out against bullying when
they see it. They are expected to tell anyone in charge when

they witness anyone being treated poorly either through
words or hurtful actions.

NO BULLY 

ZONE

Bullying at The SPOT Includes:
physical, social, 

verbal, and cyber 

Positive Reinforcement
The SPOT focuses on positive reinforcement to

encourage student behaviors and conduct and we
encourage you to use it at home as a family!

 
You can do this at home by

 complementing and rewarding 
positive behaviors. 

Let others know 
what you appreciated!

Don't give out personal information

Don't Meet up with someone you don't know

Don't accept files from people or sources you are
not familiar with. 

Do use technology!

Sharing personal information can be dangerous.  
example: try not to use your real name in games and if you do, only
use your first name!

Never meet up with someone you met online. There is no way
to know for sure that it is safe! 

Don't open or download  things from people you do not know or
websites you arent familiar with. They could contain a virus!

Do create an atmosphere for communication

We can't avoid technology. Every profession uses some sort of
technology so it is important to learn how to use it the right way.
Using technology together as a family helps keep you
connected and informed. 

Creating an atmosphere of trust and
respect allows youth and adults to talk
openly with each other. This may
increase the likelyhood for your child to
tell you if they think something is wrong.
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Discipline Policy
The SPOT utilizes the Nurtured Heart Approach to
discipline. We have three (3) rules.

1. Keep your HANDS to yourself
2. Keep your FEET to yourself
3. Keep your NEGATIVE COMMENTS to yourself.

 

p7
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Staff will "RESET" your students.  This means we are providing the
time for your student to rectify their actions.

In addition to our RESET rules, students that continue to be RESET
for the same infraction multiple times throughout the day (Parent
or Guardian) will receive a phone call that will be documented in
our Vision Tracking System.  If the RESET rule does not
immediately improve your child may be suspended from the
program for up to 3-5 days.

Automatic suspension:

Fighting  5 days.
Bullying (Cyber)  5 days
Aggressive action towards a teacher (10 Days) including a teacher
conference prior to their return.
Bringing a Weapon of any kind.  (Termination from the program)

Talk with your child about RESET and use this space to write
some ways they can reset themselves when needed. 

Pick Up/ Drop Off
Anyone, other than a parent or guardian picking up children at
The SPOT must be registered at The SPOT by their parents or
legal guardians ahead of time.

NO ONE UNDER THE AGE OF 18 is permitted to pick up any SPOT
child.

*Modifications may be made to the pickup/drop-off process
depending on the current state of COVID, weather, or other
factors. Ex. Drop off and pick up may be done car side. 

Students riding the Bus Home Must have a parent/guardian
(adult)  present at the time of drop off

Pickup must be completed within your designated time. Times
can be found by calling or going online to your program's
webpage
My program's designated pick up time is:_____________

Please follow the flow of traffic
in the parking lot and use
Forest Avenue Entrance. 

 
To aid with the flow of traffic

enter from Parkview/ Park
Avenue direction. 

 
Following this traffic pattern
will help make pickups quick

and safe!

Make picking up and dropping off quick and safe!



Be Hurricane
Ready at Home

Hurricanes are large. dangerous storms and can cause
major damage. Locally, the largest threats from hurricanes

are wind, storm, and flooding. Preparing ahead can make
weathering the storm easier! 

Most Hurricanes on the East Coast of the US
occur between June 1 and November 30

Is your family prepared?
Make a Communication Plan: sign up for

weather alerts and talk about your plan as a family

Know where to go: Flooding? Seek higher
ground. Tornado? Seek an interior room in a

sturdy building. Both flooding and tornadoes are
common in hurricanes. 

Evacuating: You may need to evacuate, especially
if your home is in a flood zone. Follow the

direction of local emergency officials and plan
your evacuation route and destination

Make an Emergency Supplies Kit: Make or
update your emergency supplies kit 

Consider the Specific needs of your household: 
 think about your families dietary needs, 

medical needs, and don't forget your 
furry family members!

See a full list, sign up for weather alerts,
and see sample supplies kits at

ready.govp8 p21

Tech Safety Policy

Use on site technologies for SPOT-related activities only.
Follow the same guidelines for respectful, responsible behavior
online that I am expected to follow offline.
Treat SPOT resources carefully, and alert staff if there is any
problem with their operation.
Alert a teacher or other staff member if I see threatening,
inappropriate, or harmful content (images, messages, posts) online.
Use SPOT technologies at appropriate times, in approved places, for
educational pursuits.
Only access websites and sources that have been approved by The
SPOT.

talk to my student about the safe use of technology
review the student guidelines with my child to make sure they
understand
Notify or ask SPOT leadership if I have a concern or do not
understand something related to technology and my child.

Students must abide by the following technology usage guidelines
while on SPOT premises or using SPOT owned technology

 
As a student, I will...

 
As a parent, I will...

 
 
 

The SPOT encourages the use of technology in the classroom to
prepare students for the future and teach safe use of

technology. The technology available at The SPOT is constantly
adapting and changing to allow for the most up to date

resources. Therefore, the following will apply to all technology
and devices available at The SPOT at any given time including but

not limited to: chrome books, laptops, PC gaming, console
gaming, ipads, tablets, etc.  



Fire Safety Plan Hygiene & Healthy Habits

Evacuation plans are practiced quarterly and monthly by classroom &
grade level. SPOT staff are briefed during training about emergency
safety processes and will lead their group through any evacuations.

EVACUATION ASSEMBLY AREAS:
Gymnasium—East Parking Lot (Lobby Parking Lot)
Main Building—West Parking Lot (Basketball Courts)
or East Parking Lot (Lobby)
Parent Pick-Up Location—Forest Ave (collect children at
sidewalk closest to The SPOT)

EVACUATION PROCESS
It is critical that everyone (staff & children) remain calm and  quiet to
listen to instructions. Staying calm and using listening skills will allow
for faster evacuation. RESET rules  still apply to keep your hands, feet,
and negative comments to yourself. No pushing or shoving, which will
make a potentially bad situation worse. 
If you are located on the 2nd or 3rd floor remember to use the hand
rails when exiting down the stairs to move quickly and safely. 
When the Fire Alarm is sounded, everyone should move immediately
to the closest exit in an orderly fashion following the direction of staff

SPOT staff are trained to aid their students in
an evacuation from any location within the
SPOT buildings. The best way students and

parents can help is to remain calm, and listen
to the instructions from SPOT staff. 

 
Once the evacuation process is completed and

emergency responders have been notified,
SPOT staff will notify families. 

Bathing daily

Practicing Oral hygiene (brushing of teeth)

Using deodorant to minimize body odors

Wash hands after eating, or using the restrooms

 

Maintain personal cleanliness by :

Please discuss personal hygiene with your
child. Students will participate in many

activities and many sports. If needed, please
send deodorant with your child.

 

Be a Handwash Hero

Wet Hands

 Add Soap

 Scrub for 
          20 Seconds

 Rinse
p9p20



code of conduct Lockdown Procedures 

Doors to classrooms are to be closed and locked and
blocked by desks / chairs
Students are to be spread out in the safest locations in the
room, away from doors or windows close to interior walls.
Everyone should be down as close to the floor as possible
and out of the line of sight of windows (use book bags for
cover) 

The purpose of a lockdown is to keep children and adults in
the building as safe as possible from a potential emergency
such as a n active shooter or a suspicious person on or near

the property. 
 

Who can issue a lockdown? 
The Wilson Police Department/ Sheriff’s Department can order a

lockdown of The SPOT, as well as The SPOT’s Executive Director or
CEO. *These same entities can also issue the "ALL CLEAR"

 
What is a lockdown?

NO persons other than emergency response personnel are
permitted to enter or leave the building at the time of the lockdown

can leave until the ALL CLEAR has been communicate by the
person who ordered the lockdown. 

 
Alexas are in all classrooms and used for group or individual room

communications. The SPOT's app will also be used for
communication between staff. 

 
The SPOT lockdown drills include the following procedures:

The SPOT strives to create a safe and positive environement for
ALL students, and this means there are rules in place to make
The SPOT fun and enjoyable for everyone. 

Respect yourself
Play fairly and be honest
Avoid inappropriate language
Acknowledge the efforts of others
Be respectful of the SPOT staff members
Resolve disagreements in a positive way
Use appropriate play in appropriate spaces 
Be respectful of other members and their property
Tobacco, drugs, alcohol and weapons are prohibited
Take care of the SPOT building, grounds & equipment

SPOT Members are expected to follow these guidelines:

RESET Rules apply at all times when at The SPOT.
So remember to Keep your...

Hands to Yourself.         Feet to Yourself .

Negative Comments to Yourself. 
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Inclement Weather
TORNADOS
A Tornado Watch means weather conditions
are favorable for a Tornado. Activities will
continue, but the weather will be monitored
VERY closely. Some activities may be modified
to allow for easier access to a safe space if
needed.  

All students will be moved to the main building
 Students will be positioned on Interior walls as close to the
center of the building as possible and remain against the
wall, crouched, and with their heads covered.
Follow the instructions of staff members and remain calm. 
Staff will Close and lock all exterior facing doors and
windows.
Do not leave the designated shelter area until the ALL
CLEAR is given by the Executive Director or Director Of
Operations.
After ALL CLEAR, turn all systems back on and assemble in
Auditorium for any announcements/ next steps

A Tornado Warning means a tornado has touched down in the
area and to seek immediate shelter. Student avitities will be
paused and students will complete the following procedures
issued by the Executive Director or CEO and executed by the
teachers. 

Inclement Weather Closures
The SPOT follows the inclement weather closures of Wilson
county schools. This includes events such as snow, ice,
flooding, and any other storm-related or closures. The SPOT
will communicate any early dismal via the app, Facebook, and
the website.  

Word Search

BUS     FAMILY     HYGIENE 

KINDNESS     POSITIVE     RESET 

SAFETY     SPOT     WEATHER
p11p18



Fever—100 Degrees F or Higher
Cough
Shortness of Breath
Sore Throat or Trouble Swallowing
Headache or stiff neck
Unexplained diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, or abnormal cramping
Severe itching of body or scalp
Known or suspected communicable or contagious disease
 

The SPOT expects parents to keep their child/ children at home or
seek alternate care arrangements for the following conditions:

** Child should be kept home until symptom-free without the aid of
symptom-reducing medication for at least 24. AND negative test

results (if applicable ie. COVID or Flu)
*** The SPOT reserves the right to request a note from a licensed

physician depending on the illness.

Prescription medication will only be administered during summer
camp with advance notice and communication. If your child has any
condition that requires medication after school (such as an inhaler)

please call (252)991-4018

"SPOT" the Differences Illness Policy

Welcome to The SPOT
2+2=4

abcd

efgh 1+2=3
5-4=1

Mr. Edwards

Mrs. Tracy

Welcome to The SPOT
2+2=4

ABC
DEFG 1+2=3

5+4=9Mr. Edwards

Mrs. Tracy

CARE FOR SICK CHILD/NOTIFICATION OF PARENTS
When a child becomes ill they will be sent to the comfort room
and aided by a trained staff member. Parents/Guardians will be
notified via phone call and are expected to arrive within a half-
hour.  

The comfort room is a calm and
quiet space separate from other

students with increased disinfecting
protocols. When not in use as a sick
room, the comfort room can be used

for mental wellness.
p12
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Bus Policy

Monitors load buses from back to front, follow directions
Sit in the assigned seat & stay seated
Observe the same conduct as in school while riding
Respect the rights of other students
Listen to driver & bus monitor at all times
No talking to the driver without permission
Keep the bus clean
Enter and exit the bus in an orderly fashion from front to back
Do not throw objects inside or outside the bus
Keep the aisle way clear
No food or drink on bus (no eating or drinking)
No working on homework while on the bus. Use of pencils,
pens, scissors, etc are dangerous on a moving bus
No profanity, yelling, arguing, fighting
If the behavior is an issue on buses, then a no-talking policy will
be implemented. Assigned seats may be changed.

Bus safety is very serious, and The SPOT takes behavior issues very
seriously. Misbehavior and distractions to the drivers can be VERY

dangerous.
 

BUS RIDING POLICY & RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

 
FAILURE TO FOLLOW RULES CAN BE TERMS FOR BUS

PRIVILEGES BEING TAKEN AWAY

p13
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Notes



Policies
Safety
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